
#BIOMALAYSIA2017 EXHIBITORS’ GUIDE TO SOCIAL MEDIA 

Dear Exhibitors, 

To help maximize your social impact at BioMalaysia2017, we have designed a #BIOMALAYSIA2017 EXHIBITORS’ GUIDE TO 
SOCIAL MEDIA to be used to set up a strong foundation of interlocking social channels aimed at increasing your reach via 
generation of awareness and engagement of your customers. 

Information on #BIOMALAYSIA2017 will be posted during and after the event. If you have not already done so, do connect 
with our social media accounts now: 

This is the official hashtag for BIOMALAYSIA2017: #BIOMALAYSIA2017

Other key hashtags to include in your posts:
#MOSTI #bioeconomycorporation #BioeconomyMalaysia #biobasedindustry #biodiversity #KualaLumpur #Malaysia 

Stay in the conversation 
To keep everyone involved in the same, relevant conversation on social media, always use a hashtag. 

Looking to connect with attendees and other exhibitors? 
Use the hashtag #BIOMALAYSIA2017 on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Tips for using social media at #BIOMALAYSIA2017

1. Connect with others
Interact with the social media accounts of speakers, businesses, representatives, government officials and the event 
organizers and build online relationships in advance. Encourage your stakeholders and colleagues to get involved in your 
social discussions for greater reach. In return, support your stakeholders and colleagues social accounts with reposts, 
retweets, likes, sharing, and comments.

2. Plan ahead
Consider a program to schedule your posts in advance or try to plan something that you can publish each day. And 
remember, always use the #BIOMALAYSIA2017 hashtag. 

3. Suggested posts 
Original content will help you stand out. Include photos and pictures where possible. Struggling to find something to write? 
Here are a few suggestions: 
 a) I am one of the #BIOMALAYSIA2017 EXHIBITORS. Visit me at booth XXX.
 b) Looking for information about [your product etc]? Find me in the XXX [your location, for example] at    
  #BIOMALAYSIA2017.
 c) I am looking to connect with someone about XXX. If that’s you, let’s catch up #BIOMALAYSIA2017. 
 d) Learn more by visiting me at booth XXX at #BIOMALAYSIA2017. Let’s network!

Here’s a general #BIOMALAYSIA2017 social media checklist: 

 • Do your images reflect your brand all across the social media networks during #BIOMALAYSIA2017?
 • Are you using the event hashtags to promote your booth?
 • Are you engaging with the event organizers and sponsors online?
  o Have you included your stand number in all of your online and offline marketing material?

Now you are ready to connect with the organizers, your followers and your prospects!

Have a fruitful #BIOMALAYSIA2017!
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Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/BioeconomyCorporation

facebook.com/biomalaysia2017

Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/bioeconomycorp
twitter.com/biomalaysia2017

Follow us on Instagram
instagram.com/bioeconomycorporation/ 

instagram.com/biomalaysia

Follow us on LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/bioeconomy-corporation

Subscribe to our YouTube channel
youtube.com/c/bioeconomycorporation


